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Abstract. This paper considers conditional image generation that merges
the structure of one object with the style of another. In short, the style of
an image has been substituted or replaced by the style of another image.
An architecture for extracting the structure of one image and another
architecture for merging the extracted structure and the style of another
image is considered. The proposed ImaGAN architecture consists of two
networks: (1) style removal network R that removes style information and
leaves only the edge information and (2) the generation network G that
fills the extracted structure with the style of another image. This architecture allows various pairing of style and structure which would not have
been possible with image-to-image translation method. This architecture
incurs minimal classification error compared prior style transfer and domain transfer algorithms. Experimental result using edges2handbags and
edges2shoes dataset reveal that ImaGAN can transfer the style of one
image to another without distorting the target structure.
Keywords: Image-to-image translation · Style transfer · CycleGAN ·
Conditional generation · Deep learning.
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Introduction

We often wonder what it would look like to merge the structure of one object
with the style of another. For instance, merging the structure of a yellow rain
boot with the style of a leather bag will create leather rain boot which we can
only imagine. Assume elements from two domains xA1 ∈ A1 and xA2 ∈ A2 as
depicted in Fig. 1 where each element in the domains share structural similarities,
but can have different styles. The main task is to transfer the style of xA1 to
xA2 with the core structures of xA2 preserved. In general, transferring the style
while preserving the structure is a challenging problem owing to the difficulty in
defining the concept of structure and style. There are two related research areas:
(1) style transfer and (2) image-to-image translation.
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Fig. 1. Main task: For given two inputs, content and style image, the task is to transfer
the style from style image and apply it to content image while preserving the structure.

Style transfer considers transferring the source style to that of the target
image. Gatys et al. [7] tried to apply convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
for neural style transfer. Following this work, there have been numerous efforts
[10, 3, 17, 12, 9, 24, 19, 6] to make this transfer as fast as possible and seamless.
Huang et al. [10] proposed a straightforward method for style transfer. These
methods generally do not preserve fine-grained structural information and loose
edge information.
Aside from style transfer, there have been considerable interest in imageto-image translation [2, 11, 29, 14, 1, 13, 15]. Isola et al. [11] adopted conditional
adversarial networks for image-to-image translation. Zhu et al. [29] proposed
cycle-consistent adversarial networks for unpaired image-to-image translation.
Kim et al. [15] proposed DiscoGAN which jointly trains two generative adversarial networks (GAN) to learn cross-domain relations. The majority of the previous
works requires two domains: domain of stylized image and domain of un-stylized
image. However, gathering such dataset is often costly.
To overcome the aforementioned challenges, this paper proposes ImaGAN.
The ImaGAN can be viewed as a conditional version of CycleGAN [29]. Similar
to the CycleGAN [29], two GANs are jointly trained with cycle-consistency constraints. However, in contrast to the CycleGAN [29], the ImaGAN allows to user
to select the structure and the style of the generated image. For this ImaGAN is
composed of two parts: (1) style removal network R that removes the style of an
image such that only the edge information is left, and (2) generation network G
fills the style of the image whose style has been removed by style removal network. Experiments on edges2handbags and edges2shoes dataset revealed that
ImaGAN can transfer the style of one image to another without distorting the
target structure.
The contents of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some
related works. Section 3 describes the detailed formulation of the task, and the
proposed architecture. Section 4 covers implementation and discusses the experimental results and compare it with other algorithms. In section 5, summaries
and suggestions for future work are given.
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Related Works
Artistic Style Transfer

The seminal work of Gatys et al. [7] applied convolutional neural networks for
artistic style transfer. Motivated by this work, various methods were suggested
to improve the original neural style transfer algorithm in terms of speed, transfer
effect, and controllability. Many initial methods were optimization-based [7, 17,
18, 25]. Johnson et al. [12] introduced feed-forward neural network-based method
which is more than three-orders of magnitude faster than optimization-based
methods while achieving similar quality of transfer result. Huang et al. [10] proposed adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) which directly transforms the
statistics of the content feature maps by using the mean and standard deviation
of the feature maps of the style image. Chen et al. [4] proposed a zero-shot style
transfer method which swapped the patches of content feature maps with the
nearest style features. Recently, Shen et al. [22] adopted to use meta networks
that generate the filters of convolutional neural networks for arbitrary style transfer. Although the task that these algorithms attempt to solve is highly related to
the task this paper explores, directly applying those methods is not appropriate
due to structural distortion for artistic effect.

2.2

Image-to-Image Translation

Isola et al. [11] proposed the pix2pix architecture for translating image of one
domain to the image of another domain. The model could convert an edge bag
into real bag, and segmentation map into real photo. Zhu et al. [29] proposed
CycleGAN which is GAN with cycle consistency that eliminated the need of
paired image dataset. Kim et al. [15] proposed the DiscoGAN that learns cross
domain relations using cycle consistency.
Numerous methods were proposed to tackle image-to-image translation with
task-specific constraints. Kaur et al. [14] proposed FaceTex that transfers the
texture of source face image to target face, and preserve the identity of the target.
Chang et al. [2] proposed PairedCycleGAN, a method to makeup a face image
with the makeup style of another face image, which assumed that make-up can be
completely disentangled from face identity information. Recently, Joo et al. [13]
proposed a GAN-based method that generates fusion image with one’s identity
and another’s pose. Joo et al. devised identity loss for identity preservation and
Min-Patch training method for better optimization. Wenqi et al. [26] proposed
TextureGAN to apply given texture to raw edge images using local texture loss.
These previous works assumes the existence of two domains; one with stylized
images and the other with un-stylized images. However, gathering such dataset
is often prohibitively expensive. The proposed method is not limited to such
domain setting.
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Fig. 2. Main architecture: style removal network R generates edge image using input
xA1 . Generation network G generates new style image xAG using reference style image
xA2 . Since cycle consistency has to be preserved, R network generates edge image using
xAG and G network tries to generate original xA1 using R(xAG ) and xA1 . There are
1
1
four different discriminators that discriminates each domains. For third and fourth
cycle, different discriminator compared to first and second cycle.

3
3.1

Proposed Method
Overview

Suppose there are two domains A∗ and B∗ . The elements from domain A∗ share
similar structures (all bags look alike, and all shoes look alike), while they may
have very different color and texture. The domain B∗ , is the set of edge images
for A∗ . For any element sampled from A∗ is denoted as xA∗ ∈ Rw×h×c where
w, h, c denotes width, height and channel, there exists corresponding edge image
xB1 ∈ B1 ⊂ Rw×h×c . Namely, the elements from domain B1 contain only the
structure information. Assume A2 and B2 are similarly defined and sampled
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elements from four domains are stated in Fig. 3. It is assumed that disentangling
content and style information is possible.
Under this setting, the task is to generate image xAG
which has the same
1
structure with xA1 and style with xA2 . To achieve this, two function R and G are
defined which are implemented by encoder-decoder type deep neural networks.
Given xA1 ∈ A1 , network R removes all style information and gives R(xA1 ).
With R(xA1 ) as structure information and xA2 as style image, network G generates new stylized image xAG
. The generated image xAG
is again processed by
1
1
R so that the structural information is extracted, and is followed by G with
xA1 to recover the original image xA1 . This stage is applied in similar ways to
xAG
, xA2 , and, xAG
as depicted in Fig. 2. For the generated images in the inter1
2
mediate stage, domain classifiers with GAN type losses are added for realistic
image generation. To be specific, the images xA1 , xB1 , xA2 , and xB2 can denote
a shoe image, the contour of xA1 , a handbag image, and the contour of xA2 ,
respectively.

Fig. 3. Sampled images from set A1 , A2 , B1 and B2

3.2

Style Removal Network

To extract structure information, Style removal network R removes style of given
input image and leaves structural information. Without removing the style of
an input image, generation produces results which are unpredictable. In the
experiment section, the ablation study for style removal network is provided.
One straightforward method to overcome this would be to use the knowledge
from neural style transfer algorithms such as AdaIN [10]. However, it was already
mentioned that neural style transfer algorithms distort the target structure. To
overcome this challenge, network R removes the style from the input so that
the generator cannot refer to the style information for the content image. When
xA1 is processed by R, only structure information is left in the form of contour,
and the result R(xA1 ) must be the same, ideally, as xB1 . Network R is trained
to minimize the loss, LR = LB1 + LB2 + LGR , where LB1 , LB2 , and LGR are
defined as:
LB1 = E[||xB1 − R(xA1 )||22 ],
LB2 = E[||xB2 − R(xA2 )||22 ],
LGR = E[log(DB1 (R(xA1 ))) + log(DB2 (R(xA2 )))].

(1)
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However, LB1 and LB2 losses are not sufficient for training style removal
network. For realistic conditional image generation, GAN [8] type loss is also
adopted. The function DB1 and DB2 try to discriminate whether R(xA1 ) and
R(xA2 ) are in the domain B1 and B2 , respectively, while R tries to fool the discriminators. Therefore the total loss of style removal Network LR is represented
as
LR = LB1 + LB2 + LGR .
3.3

(2)

Generation Network

Generation network G generates new style of object using style-removed image and style-reference image. Unlike style removal network, generation network
takes two inputs, R(xA1 ) and xA2 (or R(xA2 ) and xA1 ). Generation network
will detach styles from reference style image xA2 , and apply it to R(xA1 ). Simple concatenation scheme is used to accept two inputs at the same time. Cycle
consistency loss [29] was used to enforce the final image to match the original
image. This part of the architecture gives G the ability to stylize the edge image
using the reference image. Cycle consistency losses for the generated images are
also calculated to compensate the non-existence of the ground truth labels for
those images.
Lcyc = E[||G(R(xAG
), xA1 ) − xA1 ||22 ] + E[||G(R(xAG
), xA2 ) − xAG
||22 ]
1
1
1G
+ E[||G(R(xAG
), xA2 ) − xA2 ||22 ] + E[||G(R(xAG
), xA1 ) − xAG
||22 ], (3)
2
2
2G
where
xAG
= G(R(xA1 ), xA2 ),
1

xAG
= G(R(xA2 ), xA1 ),
2

xAG
= G(R(xAG
), xA2 ),
1
1G

xAG
= G(R(xAG
), xA1 ).
2
2G

To constrain the structure of input image, mean squared error (MSE) loss
between edge images is used. This structure loss preserves the structure while
reconstructing back to the original image by minimizing
Lstr = E[||R(xA1 ) − R(xAG
)||22 + ||R(xAG
) − R(xAG
)||22 ]
1
1
1G
+ E[||R(xA2 ) − R(xAG
)||22 + ||R(xAG
) − R(xAG
)||22 ].
2
2
2G

(4)

To generate more realistic images, GAN type loss is used. Assume there are
two discriminator that discriminates whether inputs are in domain A1 and A2 .
Therefore, the generation loss of generation network can be expressed as:
LGG = E[log(DA1 (xAG
)) + log(DA2 (xAG
))]
1
2
+ E[log(DA1 (xAG
)) + log(DA2 (xAG
))].
1G
2G

(5)

where generation network tries to generate images that look more similar to
the elements in each domain A1 and A2 . The reason why generation network
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takes output of style removal network R(xA∗ ) rather than directly takes content
image xA∗ , is to avoid reconstructing the same input. When xA1 and xA2 are
given to the generation network, generation network simply outputs xA1 without
changing any style. This is due to cycle consistency loss. Without style removal
network R, Lcyc becomes 0 when G(a, b) = b where a, b ∈ Rw×h×c . To avoid this
unintended result, style removal network was introduced. Therefore, the whole
generation process cannot be satisfied without style removal network. Finally
the total loss of generation network is the summation of cycle consistency loss,
structure loss and generation loss which is represented as
LG = Lcyc + Lstr + LGG .
3.4

(6)

Discriminator Network

Adversarial loss for four different discriminator networks DB1 , DB2 , DA1 and
DA2 was used. Let D∗ to denote a discriminator that judges whether input is in
domain ∗. For each discriminator loss is represented as:
LDB1 = E[log(DB1 (xB1 )) + log(1 − DB1 (R(xA1 )))],

(7)

LDB2 = E[log(DB2 (xB2 )) + log(1 − DB2 (R(xA2 )))],

(8)

LDA1 = E[log(DA1 (xA1 )) + log(1 − DA1 (xAG
)) + log(1 − DA1 (xAG
))], (9)
1
1G
LDA2 = E[log(DA2 (xB2 )) + log(1 − DA2 (xAG
)) + log(1 − DA1 (xAG
))]. (10)
2
2G
The discriminator DA1 accepts real image xA1 and fake image xAG
, and tries
1
to determine if they are elements of domain A1 . The other discriminators DA2 ,
DB1 , and DB2 operate under by similar principles, but with appropriate real
and fake images and for different domains A2 , B1 , and B2 , respectively. Since
xAG
is a function of R(xA∗ ), training DB1 and DB2 comes ahead of training
∗G
DA1 and DA2 . The total loss of Discriminator Network is given as summation
of four different discriminator loss which is given as
LD = LDB + LDA

(11)

where

3.5

LDB = LDB1 + LDB2

(12)

LDA = LDA1 + LDA2 .

(13)

Training Networks

The goal of whole network is to minimize total loss which is expressed as
L = LD + LR + LG .

(14)

Minimizing the total loss L at the same time is very difficult task. Therefore,
four step training was devised to orchestrate all sub-networks.
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Algorithm 1 Training Algorithm for ImaGAN
Maximum number of iteration = N
Initialize whole network
1: for t in 1:N do
2:
Sample k images with edge images from A1 × B1 : {xiA1 , xiB1 }ki=1
3:
Sample k images with edge images from A2 × B2 : {xiA2 , xiB2 }ki=1
4:
Generate R(xiA1 ) and R(xiA2 ) for i = 1, ..., k
5:
Update DB1 and DB2 with respect to minimize LDB
LDB =

k X
2
X

log(DBj (xiBj )) + log(1 − DBj (R(xiAj )))

i=1 j=1

6:
7:

Generate xAG , xAG , xAG and xAG
1
2
1G
2G
Update DA1 and DA2 with respect to minimize LDA
LDA =

k X
2
X

log(DAj (xAj )) + log(1 − DAj (xiAG )) + log(1 − DAj (xiAG ))
j

jG

i=1 j=1

8:

Update R network with respect to minimize LR
LR =

k X
2
X

||xBj − R(xAj )||22 + log(DBj (R(xAj )))

i=1 j=1

9:
10:

Generate G(R(xAG ), xA2 ) and G(R(xAG ), xA1 )
2G
1G
Update G network with respect to minimize LG
LG = Lcyc + Lstr + LGG
Lcyc =

k
X

||G(R(xiAG ), xiA1 ) − xiA1 ||22 + ||G(R(xiAG ), xiA2 ) − xiA2 ||22
2

1

i=1

+||G(R(xiAG ), xiA2 ) − xiAG ||22 + ||G(R(xiAG ), xiA1 ) − xiAG ||22
1

1G

Lstr =

k X
2
X

2

2G

||R(xiA1 ) − R(xiAG )||22 + ||R(xiAG ) − R(xiAG )||22
1

1

1G

i=1 j=1

LGG =

k X
2
X

log(DAj (xiAG )) + log(DAj (xiAG ))
j

jG

i=1 j=1

The goal of the discriminators is to discriminate the results from style removal
network and generation network while the goal of these generation functions is to
fool all discriminators at once. Training DB1 and DB2 begins the training process.
The goal of this step is to minimize LDB so that DB1 and DB2 are trained at the
same time. One caution in the course of training is to block the gradient flow so
as not to update irrelevant networks. For example, when calculating the cycle
consistency loss for xAG
as depicted in the second row of Fig. 2, the network R
1
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that was used to generate xAG
in the first row is not updated. Using the given
1
losses, the whole training process is shown in Algorithm 1. Mini-batch setting
was used for practical implementation where k denotes the size of mini-batch.

4
4.1

Experiments
Dataset

In this paper, edges2shoes [27] and edges2handbags [28] dataset were used. These
dataset were originally established for colorization when only edge images are
given. However, in this paper, colored images were used as input images, and
edge images were used as the ground truth labels to train style removal network.
edges2shoes dataset is a shoe dataset consisting of 50k catalog images collected
from Zappos.com. The images are divided into 4 major categories: shoes, sandals,
slippers, and boots. The shoes are centered on a white background and pictured
in the same orientation for convenient analysis. edges2handbags dataset, consisting of 137k images collected from Amazon, is placed on white background
with handbags looking in the same direction at the center like the edges2shoes
dataset. Finally, at test time, a pair of shoe and handbag images are fed into the
system to check if the style is transferred, and the structure is preserved.

Fig. 4. For all: a tuple of integer (a, b) denotes output channel size is a and filter size
is b. Top: architecture of Style removal network. Middle: generation network. The
circle with cross inside denotes concatenation of two input along channel dimension.
Bottom: discriminator networks for inputs in domain A and B.

4.2

Network Architecture

For style removal network and generation network, encoder-decoder architecture
1
were used where the input size is down sized to 16
of its input size. For generation
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network, naive deep CNN architecture cannot have multiple inputs. Therefore
concatenating two inputs over channel dimension was used. To generate images
where the pixels have bounded values, sigmoid function was used at the output
layer. The strides were two for all convolution layers. For all generators and
discriminators, leaky ReLU with α = 0.2 were used as a activation function
when performing the encoding process. In the decoding process, ReLU was used
as the activation function.

4.3

Implementation Detail

Implementation was conducted by using PyTorch [21] framework. For optimizing
each network, individual Adam optimizers [16] were used. For optimizing DB1
and DB2 networks, initial learning rate was set to 0.0001, β1 = 0.5 and β = 0.999
with 0.0001 weight decay parameter. The same setting was used for DA1 and DA2
networks. For style removal network and generation network, Adam optimizer
with initial learning rate 0.0001, β1 = 0.5 and β = 0.999 with no weight decay
parameter. To get reasonable output, at least 10k iteration was required. All
input images from domain A and B were resized to 64 × 64 and batch size was
set to 200. When the number of sampled data from each domain are different,
simple resampling was performed. The edges2handbags and edges2shoes datasets
contain 3 channel edge image rather than gray-scale image. Therefore 3 channel
edge image was used instead of gray-scale image at training time. Titan X GPU
was used to train the proposed network. Using this GPU, it took about 8 ∼ 9
hours to reach 10k iteration.

4.4

Qualitative Results

Using the proposed network, new style of shoes and handbags were generated.
First shoe images were used as content images and handbag as style images to
generate new style shoes. Fig. 6 shows the bidirectional generation. The proposed ImaGAN architecture generated images with core structures preserved.
For example, on the left part of the first row of Fig. 2, a black slip-on shoe was
generated from the brown slip-on shoe and the black handbag. Furthermore, a
brown handbag was generated jointly.
Fig. 5 shows the result of comparing our method with other three methods:
AdaIN [10], DiscoGAN [15], and CycleGAN [29]. Compared to our method,
AdaIN tends to generate images that look more artistic. Although AdaIN also
sometimes generate reasonable images, the method is unstable compared to our
method. For instance, in the second, seventh, and eighth rows, AdaIN colorizes
the background with blurred shoe output image. DiscoGAN and CycleGAN
also generates visually acceptable shoe images, but controlling the shape of the
generated shoes is impossible. Therefore it is hard to obtain the desired shape
of generated shoes.

ImaGAN: Unsupervised Training of Conditional Joint CycleGAN

Inputs
Content Style

Results
Ours AdaIN[10]

Input
Style

11

Results
DiscoGAN[15] CycleGAN[29]

Fig. 5. Ours column denotes Our proposed method’s result. Our method can take both
content and style image and generate new style shoe image. AdaIN[10] can also take
content and style image. However, DiscoGAN and CycleGAN can only take one input.
Therefore results from DiscoGAN and CycleGAN have arbitrary shape of shoes while
our results have exact shape of shoes.
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4.5

Generating Bi-directionally

The proposed ImaGAN network can accept 2 different content domains using
same network parameters. In Fig. 6 the bi-directional generation results for domain A and B is shown. By using four different cycles, the proposed network
generates results bi-directionally with identical network parameters.

Content

Style

Ours
Shoe

AdaIN[10]
Content
Shoe

Style

Ours AdaIN[10]
Handbag Handbag

Fig. 6. Experimental results for the generating conditional shoes, handbags comparing
with AdaIN. For the same two input images, first column and third column represents
that input order is changed. For each inputs, second and fourth columns depicts the
bi-directional results for our results and AdaIN[10].

4.6

Classification Score

It is difficult to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
To obtain objectivity and reliability simultaneously, top-1 and top-5 classification
accuracy was utilized as the quantitative measure. As shown in Table 1, the high
classification accuracy on generated images verifies that the generated images by
proposed method look more reasonable.
Table 1. Top-1 and top-5 classification accuracy by ILSVRC 2012 [5] pre-trained
Inception V3 [23].

Top-1
Top-5

Original dataset
62.0%
89.0%

Ours
54.0%
80.5%

AdaIN[10]
37.5%
65.5%

CycleGAN[29] DiscoGAN[15]
49.0%
51.0%
79.5%
77.0%
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Conditional Generating from One Content Image to Many

The proposed network can generate multiple stylized image for single content
image by switching into various style images. Cycle-consistency loss fused with
other losses allows to tackle new type of problems. Different from CycleGAN [29],
the proposed model can generate multiple images by varying the style image as
in Fig. 7. The conditional one-to-many generation ability of ImaGAN originated
from the novel four-stream operation that shares parameters of R and G. This
multi-tasking objective of R and G promotes stable learning.
Style

Content

Content

Style

Style

Content

Content

Style

Fig. 7. With single content image, multiple images can be generated with different
style images. The network not only applies handbag style to shoe content but also
applies shoe style to handbag content with same parameters.

4.8

Ablation study

One of the key novelties of our method is the use of edge image to preserve the
structure information. Without the edge extraction network R, the generator
network G prefers copying the input to creating a new, stylized content image as
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depicted in Fig. 2. The network R eliminates the memory about the style image
and lets G have the input and output from different domains, prohibiting simple
copying of input.
Input
A1
A2

Results
w/ R w/o R

Input
A1
A2

Results
w/ R w/o R

Input
A1
A2

Results
w/ R w/o R

Fig. 8. The experimental result of ablation study. The results column presents the
generated images under the condition of with and without R. (w/ R: with R, w/o R:
without R)

5

Conclusions

This paper considered the problem of conditional image-to-image translation
with structural constraints. Previous neural style transfer methods were not
suitable for solving the task due to the inherent artistic rendering effect that
destroys fine-grained structural information of the content image. Few and recent
methods of image-to-image translation considered similar tasks. In this work, the
ImaGAN, a novel architecture composed of two jointly trained CycleGANs that
first extracts the edge information from the content image, then stylizes it. The
system is end-to-end trainable and able o generate bi-directionally using shared
parameters. We observed competitive style transfer results with edges2handbags
and edges2shoes dataset, and demonstrated the stability of the method through
experiments.
Using traditional edge detectors such as Sobel or Canny [20], can be utilized
to generate elements in domain B. Applying the proposed method to other domains such as clothes, furnitures, faces, etc is left as a future work. We expect
the proposed method to have practical applications that facilitate designing new
style of objects ranging from shoes, bags to furnitures.
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